
British Values Theme Day 
 

 

Year Group/Class: Year Five 
 
 

Teacher: Neelam Fiaz 
 
 

Food around the world: Please write which country/food the children in your class will try 
Year 5 and 6 are completing this together.  
Denmark: Danish pastries 
Spain: Tortillas 
Greece: Greek salad 
Morocco: Cous Cous 
 
 

We will teach and promote Democracy through: 
Show Powerpoint about democracy (children have already learnt about this in their Ancient Greek topic from 
their theme topic.;  
Look at countries run by dictators – Iran, North Korea and Cuba. Discuss a day in the life of a citizen of each of 
these countries. Children then discuss their own day and what they would do on a day to day basis. Discuss how 
this is different to these dictator run countries.  
 
Talk about the idea of being grateful and what we are grateful for in this country. Children are to complete the ‘I 
am grateful’ grid around the room to create one large table. When they have finished their part of the table, 
they can write one positive change they are going to do in themselves to celebrate being British but also part of 
a multicultural society.  
 

We will teach and promote The Rule of the Law through: 
Based on the previous discussions, discuss:  
 
What is the role of girls and boys in this day and age?  
What about when you become men and women?  
 
Debate wether these roles are right or wrong? Address any misconceptions.  
Discuss the lawful rights of women and men in the world these days and focus in on the Rule of Law in Britain 
and our human rights. 
 

We will teach and promote Individual Liberty through: 
What makes us unique? The children discuss what makes them them? Why? Do your 
friends agree. Write their name in the middle with a set of bubbles all around the 
outside. Children swap around on their tables and a person writes something 
positive about them in the bubble. Explain that these are the things that make us 
unique. Are we allowed to express our uniqueness, how? Talk about the power of 
their voices and opinions (link to Growth Mindset and the 17 sustainability goals the 
world is trying to achieve). Linking with the power of their individual voice and its 
power, create an art piece to reflect who they are as a person.  
Art work: Using the tree template with the given circles upon the brances, they will 
draw inside what makes them unique and how their choices affect their life and 
others. colour this in after in any way they prefer.  

 

We will teach and promote Tolerance of Different Faiths and Cultures through: 
JR will teach an RE lesson to celebrate different faiths and cultures and what we do as a part of being British – 
more detail to follow nearer the time.  
 
 
 

 

 
 
 



 

Photographs of our British Values Day 

 
 

Food that we tried 

 
 

Democracy - Discussion part of the morning.  
 

The Rule of the Law - Discussion part of the morning.  
 

Individual Liberty  

 
Creating our own Individual Liberty trees where each brance is an image that represents what make us the way we are/ 
what is special to us.  
 

Tolerance of Different Faiths and Cultures – creating posters to reflect faiths that are important to different people.  

 

 


